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Abstract: The article addresses groups of concept and socio-economic tourist resources, which are tourist
attractions. The hotels chosen as the subject of research are getting more attractive and popular due to different
design tools. The article highlights principles of concept tourist resources formation and methods of design
and decoration of conceptual hotels. The authors focus on such terms as concept tourist resources and design.
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INTRODUCTION utilitarian products by the modern industry. Utilitarian

The relation “Tourism resources define tourism” has Design tools can form a shape of a hotel i.e. image
been influenced and slightly changed by growing tourism. and its extraordinary elements. The more interesting is the
Today it says “Tourism resources development is idea of interior and exterior design is, the bigger tourist
stimulated by tourism”. It has marked the creation of so flow can be expected in the future.
called “conceptual” tourist resources. They are Image is a part of information influence based on
combination of the objects attracting tourist interest and meanings exchange. Focus on visual contents is one of
are formed with a help of creators initiative. These differential peculiarities of the modern developed world.
creators don’t use any cultural, natural or any other
typical classes of tourist resources [1]. Main Body: Hospitality industry is highly invested and

We can observe the shift of tourist value and best architects, designers and script writers are trying to
attraction  from  tourist resources themselves towards stop the convenience and luxury being standardized.
conceptual [2, 12] and indirect (socio-economic) ones. Being an excellent platform to realize their ideas, hotel
Socio-economic and conceptual tourist resources groups industry is attracting more and more creative people.
are commonly used when forming service field of tourism A bright example of a real design hotel is a boutique
[3]. Service field is formed of service objects such as hotel Golden Apple in Moscow. At the beginning of last
hotels and they are regarded as tourist attractors. century it used to be a guest house where, as they say,

Tourism is developing and people are travelling more. Chekhov stayed. The building has almost totally kept its
As people’s requirements to hotels are getting more original appearance. Functional and visual centre is the
rigorous the owners start to establish highlights to make hall leading to different parts of the hotel.
their hotels unique. Reception looks like a bar counter and an enormous

MATERIALS AND METHODS The second part of the hall is the lobby bar. The central

There are a lot of various ways to make the hotel beats. There are quite peculiar lamps in the shape of lilies
unique but the usage of design tools is becoming more in bloom on the walls. Though being metal it looks like
and more common. Design is an artistic projection of they are made of pure silk [4].

means satisfaction of any necessities of life.

golden apple is both a decoration and a sofa for guests.

part of the wall is made of double glass filled with glass
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Thus, above mentioned conceptual tourism resources Mini-hotel “Usadba XVIII vek” is located in historical
depend on design directly. As it is the design which building in the former manor owned by Makiny-
makes the object more attractive. Kropiny. During the redecoration the architecture of

In the context of tourism resources the attraction is Russian classicism was renewed. Guests can feel the
the ability of any object to attract tourists’ attention while atmosphere of a countryside noble second-rate family
travelling. When we make tourist products based on [10].
attraction, it allows to expand the supply and stimulate the
growth of tourism flows [3]. CONCLUSION

Such kinds of concept tourism resources can be
created either from scratch, but an idea is necessary, or by The complete image of the hotel is combined by a
transforming an unattractive object into an attractive sight number of relative variations on different subjects. For
by means of its tourism potential realization [1]. example, some owners work on the hotel space, others

Such kinds of hotels are the following. Design and outfitting techniques for concept hotels

Boutique Hotel Chenonceau  is situated in a principles:
mansion built in the image and likeness of the
Chanonceau Castle in France. Guests can plunge into Specialization.
the fairy atmosphere of France in the very centre of Rationality and minimalism.
Moscow, near the Patriarchal Ponds. Tailor-made furniture and accessorize.

In the corridors there are pictures brought from Original, exotic and unique decorations.
France, guests can hear classical music that makes the Functionality.
atmosphere really peaceful. [5]. Top professional creativity.

Capsule hotel Sleepbox Hotel Tverskaya — the first Investment to staff creativity.
capsule hotel in Russia. There are 50 module rooms, Excellent service
so called sleepboxes, for one, two or three guests.
Guests can find a bed, wardrobe, lamp and table in It should be considered that not all the principles are
their rooms. Bathrooms and toilets are on each floor. applied because of the diversity of hotels.
[6]. There are many buildings designed by creators who
SNOW-HOTEL. The hotel has a shape of heart and is have creative thinking and wish to transform an ordinary
made of ice and snow. Architects made their best to human mentality. Due to the artists and architects a town
make the hotels image remarkable by decorating it and country itself gets hotel as another sight.
with ice and snow sculptures.

Every guest of this hotel will get a warm sleeping bag
and a room and in the morning some mulled wine and 1. Artemieva, O.A., 2011. Formation of touristic
mustard plaster [7]. products based on an artificial attraction: Thesis.

Mini-hotel Greenwich is built in English style. A Platonova, 2010. Foreign and Russian experience in
special atmosphere of Greenwich is made by typical formation of tourism products based on an artificial
English decorations such as heavy silk portiere with attraction: methodic peculiarities// Contemporary
flowery pattern, twin lamp with carved mounting, Issues of Service and Tourism, pp: 1.
brass handles, dishes with low-key pattern, textile-like 3. Krivosheeva, T.M. and S.A. Kazakova, 2013. Tourist
wallpapers and simple solid furniture. Most pieces of attraction of subsidiary tourist resources // Digital
furniture were brought from England, Wales and periodical science journal Service in Russia and
Ireland [9]. Abroad . 7(45).

focus on exterior and interior design of the building etc.

have already been entirely fixed and is based on ten main

Preference to mixing of styles.

Stylish uniform.
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